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Our community

The Deal with Drones

Nearly all facets of aeromodeling have a major event each year, and last year, the drone community began its own tradition. Read more to learn about the 2017 RIOT MultiGP International Open!

How-to

Beginning to Fly Helicopters

Model Aviation columnist Chris Mulcahy's first helicopter was a Lite Machines LMH-110, and now he is sharing his tips with beginners! Read more to learn where and how to start flying RC helicopters.

Technical

Common FPV Antennae

We talked with the team from Ready Made RC at AMA Expo East to learn about common FPV antennae. Watch now to learn when to use each design!

For members

AMA and Industry Partners Launch sUAS Educational Campaign

The AMA and several industry partners have launched a new initiative to educate the public about the existing drone laws that pilots must follow and the consequences if they ignore or break the laws. The new advertising campaign—Even the Sky Has Limits: Learn the Drone Laws—is targeted at consumers who have recently purchased, or have an interest in, drones.

New products

Horizon Hobby Blade 330X RTF

If you've already mastered Chris Mulcahy's tips for beginners and are ready to move up from micros and minis, the Blade 330X RTF is a great choice. Read more to learn how this model performs!